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Abstract. We suggest a new representation of Maslov’s canonical operator
in a neighborhood of the caustics using a special class of coordinate systems
(“eikonal coordinates”) on Lagrangian manifolds.
Introduction
Rapidly oscillating Fourier type integrals are well known in the mathematical
literature. One of the main constructions in this area is given by Maslov’s canonical
operator [15] (see also [12, 18] and the bibliography therein), which is used to
construct short-wave (high-frequency, or rapidly oscillating) asymptotic solutions
of a broad class of problems for diﬀerential equations with real characteristics.
1 The
asymptotics provided by the canonical operator are a far-reaching generalization of
ray expansions in problems of optics and electrodynamics as well as of the WKB
asymptotics for equations of quantum mechanics. The construction of the canonical
operator is based on the fundamental geometric notion of a Lagrangian manifold.
Assume that the original partial diﬀerential equation is deﬁned on the n-dimensional
conﬁguration space Rn
x with coordinates x =( x1,...,x n). One of the main ideas
in the canonical operator is to proceed from this equation to a simpler (in fact,
ordinary) diﬀerential equation naturally induced on an n-dimensional Lagrangian
manifold Λ in the phase space R2n
(x,p) with coordinates (x,p), x =( x1,...,x n).
The manifold Λ depends on the problem considered and is usually constructed by
solving the canonical equations of classical (Hamiltonian) mechanics. Once we have
found an appropriate manifold Λ and a solution φ (which is called an amplitude)
of the induced diﬀerential equation on Λ (the choice of a speciﬁc solution depends
on the original problem as well), we can write out the (asymptotic) solution of the
original problem in the form
(1) u(x)=[ KΛa](x),
where KΛ is the canonical operator. Note that
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1There is also a version of the canonical operator for equations with complex characteristics
(see [16,17]a n da l s o[ 5,13,14]), which we do not discuss here.
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• There exist known recipes or algorithms for constructing Lagrangian man-
ifolds and amplitudes for many types of problems (and for various original
diﬀerential equations).
• Formula (1) is the answer to the original problem, automatically including
the behavior in caustic regions, passage through the caustics, matching of
the asymptotic expansions in various regions, etc.
The standard construction [15] of the canonical operator is universal, but it is not
the only possible one. For a broad class of interesting problems, one can more
conveniently use diﬀerent representations, and it is these new representations of
oscillating solutions that are considered in our paper. We point out that our analy-
sis does not alter the general concept of the canonical operator or the fundamental
geometric objects underlying its construction. We just suggest a new implementa-
tion of the canonical operator in a neighborhood of the caustics, which can be more
convenient when solving speciﬁc physical problems with the use of software like
Wolfram Mathematica￿ [19] or MatLab￿ [20]. Note also that our formulas are a
special case of the general formulas of the theory of Fourier integral operators [10],
and our main result is the speciﬁc form of these formulas and an algorithm for their
construction. Finally, note that our formulas may in particular be useful in prob-
lems related to the asymptotics of solutions of wave type equations with localized
initial data (e.g., see [7,8]) or in scattering problems and point source problems for
equations of Helmholtz type.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The standard construction of the canon-
ical operator is described in Section 1. In Section 2, we describe the main result,
our new formulas (26) and (27). Section 3 provides some examples. Section 4
describes the relationship, much discussed at a certain time in the past, between
the canonical operator and Fourier integrals. Finally, Section 5 contains auxiliary
material: it describes some notation used in the paper and also, for the reader’s
convenience, reproduces the famous theorem of the stationary phase method. We
omit the proofs (which are mostly technical and involve lengthy computations) ev-
erywhere except for Section 4, where we feel that the short proofs provided might
be of interest.
The asymptotics discussed here have the small parameter h → 0, as is custom-
ary in the semiclassical approximation in quantum mechanics. In wave problems,
one often uses the large parameter k →∞ . To make the formulas ﬁt this case, one
should just set h =1 /k.
1. Standard construction of the canonical operator
In this section, we recall the construction of Maslov’s canonical operator ac-
cording to [12,15,18]. Let us start from a very brief overview and then ﬁll in the
details.
The input elements of the construction are as follows:
• A Lagrangian manifold Λi nt h e2 n-dimensional phase space R2n
(x,p).
• A measure dµ on Λ.
• A point α0 ∈ Λ, referred to as the central point.
If the quantization conditions are satisﬁed, then these elements uniquely (mod-
ulo lower-order terms) determine the canonical operator K
1/h
(Λ,dµ), which takes each
function a ∈ C∞
0 (Λ) to a rapidly oscillating function u(x,h)=[ K
1/h
(Λ,dµ)a](x) on the
conﬁguration space Rn
x. The construction is essentially local:ﬁ r s t ,[ K
1/h
(Λ,dµ)a](x)i s
deﬁned for functions a supported in certain open sets called the canonical charts on
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the global canonical operator. The local expression for [K
1/h
(Λ,dµ)a](x) in a canonical
chart has the form of a rapidly oscillating exponential in the simplest case where
the chart is diﬀeomorphically projected onto a domain in the conﬁguration space
Rn
x (a nonsingular chart); in a singular chart (a chart containing a focal point),
the local expression has the form of the Fourier transform of a rapidly oscillating
exponential with respect to part of the variables. A change of the central point α0
results in the multiplication of all local expressions by a unimodular phase factor.
In general, the local expressions depend not only on the position of the central point
but also on the choice of paths from the central point to the respective canonical
charts. The role of the quantization condition is that it guarantees that the local
expressions for the canonical operator are independent of the choice of these paths
and coincide with each other on functions supported in intersections of canonical
charts.
Note that although the canonical operator is an object of function theory sig-
niﬁcant in its own right, its main applications are related to various problems for
partial diﬀerential equations, hence the importance of the commutation formula,
which shows how a diﬀerential operator acts on the function [K
1/h
(Λ,dµ)a](x) and
provides conditions (in the form of a geometric condition on Λ and an ordinary
diﬀerential equation for a) ensuring that this function is a solution of the corre-
sponding diﬀerential equation.
Now let us proceed to more detailed explanations.
1.1. Lagrangian manifold, measure, and central point. First, let us
discuss the input elements of the construction. A Lagrangian manifold in R2n
(x,p)
is an n-dimensional submanifold Λ ⊂ R2n
(x,p) such that the symplectic form ω2 =
dp ∧ dx ≡ dp1 ∧ dx1 + ···+ dpn ∧ dxn vanishes on the vectors tangent to Λ. We
denote the points of Λ by the letter α and use the notation α =( α1,...,α n) for
various local coordinate systems on Λ. Then the embedding Λ ⊂ R2n
(x,p) is given by
equations of the form x = X(α), p = P(α), α ∈ Λ.
Next, a measure on Λ is understood as a volume form2 (a nonvanishing diﬀeren-
tial n-form) dµ. In local coordinates (α1,...,α n), one has dµ = µ(α)dα1∧···∧dαn,
where the function µ(α) ￿= 0 is called the density of dµ in these coordinates.
Finally, a central point is an arbitrarily chosen point α0 ∈ Λ. (We assume Λ to
be connected; otherwise, we need one central point per connected component.)
1.2. Regular and focal points. Canonical coordinates on Λ. Let α∗ ∈
Λ. If det ∂X
∂α(α∗) ￿= 0 (this condition is independent of the choice of local coordi-
nates), then the point α∗ is said to be regular; otherwise, it is said to be singular,
or focal.I f α∗ is a regular point, then the equation x = X(α) can be solved for
α in a neighborhood of the point (x∗,α ∗), x∗ = X(α∗), and hence the variables
x =( x1,...,x n) can be used as local coordinates on Λ in a neighborhood of α∗.
For an arbitrary α∗ ∈ Λ, the lemma on local coordinates [1] states that there exists
as u b s e tI ⊂{ 1,...,n} such that det
∂(XI,PI)
∂α (α∗) ￿=0( w h e r eI = {1,...,n}\I is
the complementary subset); consequently, the equations xI = XI(α), pI = PI(α)
can be solved for α in a neighborhood of the point (xI∗,p I∗,α ∗), xI∗ = XI(α∗),
pI∗ = PI(α∗), and the variables (xI,p I) can be used as local coordinates on Λ in
a neighborhood of α∗. These coordinates are called canonical coordinates. For a
regular point α∗, we can of course take I = ∅, so that (xI,p I)=x,b u ti fα∗ is a
focal point, then I is necessarily nonempty.
2Thus, Λ is orientable; the theory may pretty well be constructed without this assumption,
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It follows from the preceding that there exists a canonical atlas of Λ in which
every chart is given for some I ⊂{ 1,...,n} by the canonical coordinates (xI,p I)
deﬁned on an open connected simply connected subset U ⊂ Λ; such a chart is
denoted by (U,I) and called a canonical chart (nonsingular if I = ∅ and singular
otherwise). The equations of Λ in the canonical chart have the form
(2) xI = XI(xI,p I),p I = PI(xI,p I),
(where for brevity we write XI(xI,p I) instead of XI(α(xI,p I)) etc.).
1.3. Maslov index of paths and cycles on Λ. Let ε ≥ 0 be a given number.
The form d(X1−iεP1)∧···∧d(Xn−iεPn) is a diﬀerential form of maximal degree
n on Λ and hence a multiple of dµ; thus, the function
(3) J ε(α)=
d(X1 − iεP1) ∧···∧d(Xn − iεPn)
dµ
is well deﬁned; it is called the Jacobian of the functions (X1−iεP1,...,X n−iεPn)
with respect to the measure dµ and can be computed by the formula
(4) J ε(α)=
1
µ(α)
det
∂(X1 − iεP1,...,X n − iεPn)
∂(α1,...,α n)
,
where µ(α) is the density of dµ in local coordinates (α1,...,α n). It can be shown
that for ε>0 the Jacobian (3) vanishes nowhere on Λ. On the other hand, for
ε = 0 the Jacobian (3) becomes the Jacobian
(5) J(α)=
dX1 ∧···∧dXn
dµ
≡
1
µ(α)
det
∂(X1,...,X n)
∂(α1,...,α n)
,
which is nonzero at the regular points and vanishes at the focal points.
Let γ:[ 0 ,1] −→ Λ be a path on Λ with regular endpoints γ(0) and γ(1). The
Maslov index of γ is deﬁned by3
(6) indγ =
1
π
lim
ε→+0
var
γ
argJ ε(α)=
1
πi
lim
ε→+0
￿
γ
dJ ε
J ε ,
where argz is the argument of a complex number z and varγ stands for the variation
along γ.T h ei n d e xi n d γ is an integer depending only on the homotopy class of γ
in the set of paths with regular endpoints. Next, if γ is a closed path (cycle) on Λ,
then the Maslov index of γ is deﬁned by the same formula (6) (the limit as ε → +0
being in fact unnecessary, because the variation of the argument is independent
of ε in this case). The Maslov index of a cycle is an integer homotopy invariant
depending only on the homology class of the cycle in H1(Λ).
1.4. Jacobians and Maslov index of canonical charts. From now on, to
avoid unnecessary technical complications, we assume that the central point α0 is
nonsingular and J(α0) > 0. Let (U,I) be some canonical chart. Then the Jacobian
(7) JI(α)=
dXI ∧ dPI
dµ
≡
1
µ(α)
det
∂(XI,P I)
∂(α1,...,α n)
is nonzero in U. (Note that for I = ∅ this is just the Jacobian (5).) The Maslov
index m(U,I) of the chart (U,I) is deﬁned as follows. Choose some path γ:[ 0 ,1] −→
Λw i t hγ(0) = α0 and γ(1) ≡ α∗ ∈ U. Assume momentarily that α∗ is a nonsingular
point. Then
(8) m(U,I) =i n dγ +
1
π
￿
arg
dXI ∧ d((1 − θ)XI − iθPI)
dµ
(α∗)
￿￿ ￿
￿
￿
θ=1
θ=0
+
|I|
2
,
3See [1]f o rt h ed e ﬁ n i t i o no ft h eM a s l o vi n d e xo fγ as the intersection number of γ with the
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where [arg(·)]θ=1
θ=0 is the variation of the argument as θ varies from 0 to 1 on the
interval [0,1]. If α∗ cannot be assumed to be nonsingular, then one can use the
slightly more cumbersome formula
(9) m(U,I) =
1
π
var
γ
arg
d(XI − iε(t)PI) ∧ d(θ(t)XI − iκ(t)PI)
dµ
(α∗)+
|I|
2
,
where e(t), θ(t), and κ(t) are continuous functions on [0,1] positive on (0,1) and
satisfying the conditions θ(0) = κ(1) = 1 and κ(0) = ε(0) = ε(1) = θ(1) = 0. Note
that (i) formulas (8) and (9) agree if α∗ is a nonsingular point; (ii) m(U,I) is an
integer, and πm(U,I) is a branch of argJI in U;( i i i )m(U,I) =i n dγ if I = ∅ (i.e.,
(U,I) is a nonsingular chart); (iv) m(U,I) depends on the choice of the (homotopy
class of the) path γ (unless the Maslov index of all cycles on Λ is zero).
1.5. Action (eikonal) in canonical charts. Since Λ is Lagrangian, it follows
that the Pfaﬀ equation
(10) dτ(α)=P(α)dX(α) ≡ P1(α)dX1(α)+···+ Pn(α)dXn(α)
is locally solvable on Λ, and the solution is unique up to an additive constant. A
solution of Eq. (10) is called an eikonal (or action). Let (U,I) be a canonical chart.
We deﬁne the eikonal in this chart by the formula
(11) τ(U,I)(α)=
￿
γ
P(α)dX(α)+
￿ α
α∗
P(α)dX(α),
where γ and α∗ are the same as in Sec. 1.4 and the second integral is taken over
an arbitrary path entirely lying in U. The eikonal τ(U,I)(α) depends on the choice
of the path γ (unless the cohomology class of the form Pd Xin H1(Λ) is trivial).
1.6. Local canonical operator. Now we are in a position to write out a
formula specifying the local canonical operator K(U,I) in the canonical chart (U,I).
Let a ∈ C∞
0 (U). Then
(12) [K(U,I)a](x,h)=F
1/h
pI→xI
￿
e
i
h[τ(U,I)(α)−pIXI(α)]−iπm(U,I)/2a(α)
￿
|JI(α)|
￿
α=α(xI,pI)
,
where ¯ F
1/h
pI→xI is the inverse 1/h-Fourier transform with respect to the variables pI
(see Sec. 5). In a nonsingular chart (|I| = ∅) the Fourier transform disappears,
and the formula acquires the simpler form
(13) [K(U,I)a](x,h)=
e
i
hτ(U,I)(α)−iπm(U,I)/2a(α)
￿
|J(α)|
￿ ￿
￿ ￿
α=α(x)
,
1.7. Quantization condition and global canonical operator. Now as-
sume that the Bohr–Sommerfeld quantization conditions4
(14)
2
πh
￿
γ
P(α)dX(α) ≡ indγ (mod 4)
hold for all cycles γ on Λ. (It suﬃces to require that (14) holds for a basis of
independent cycles on Λ.)
Theorem 1. If the quantization conditions (14) are satisﬁed, then the following
assertions hold:
• The local canonical operators (12) are independent of the choice of the
paths γ in Sec. 1.4 and coincide modulo O(h) on the intersections of the
canonical charts.
4These conditions should be understood as follows: if Λ depends on parameters, then, for
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• Let {e(U,I)} be a locally ﬁnite partition of unity on Λ subordinate to the
cover of Λ by the canonical charts (U,I). Deﬁne an operator K
1/h
(Λ,dµ) on
C∞
0 (Λ) by the formula
(15) [K
1/h
(Λ,dµ)a](x,h)=
￿
(U,I)
[K(U,I)(e(U,I)a)](x,h).
This operator is modulo O(h) independent of the choice of the canonical
atlas and the partition of unity.
The operator K
1/h
(Λ,dµ) deﬁned in (15) is called Maslov’s canonical operator on
the Lagrangian manifold Λ with measure dµ and central point α0.
1.8. Commutation formula and asymptotic solutions. Consider a diﬀer-
ential or pseudodiﬀerential operator ￿ L = L(
2
x,
1
￿ p,h) ≡ L
￿
2
x,−
1
ih ∂
∂x,h
￿
with smooth
symbol L(x,p,h)=H(x,p)+hL1(x,p)+···. The leading term H(x,p) of the
expansion of L in powers of h is called the Hamiltonian.
Theorem 2. Let a ∈ C∞
0 (Λ). Then
(16) ￿ LK
1/h
(Λ,dµ)a = K
1/h
(Λ,dµ)(H|Λa)+O(h),
where H|Λ = H(X(α),P(α)) is the restriction of H(x,p) to Λ. If, moreover,
H|Λ ≡ 0 and the measure dµ is invariant under shifts along the trajectories of
the Hamiltonian vector ﬁeld ξH = Hp(x,p)∂x − Hx(x,p)∂p, then
(17) ￿ LK
1/h
(Λ,dµ)a = −ihK
1/h
(Λ,dµ)
￿
ξHa − 1
2(trHxp)|Λa + iL1|Λa
￿
+ O(h2),
where trHxp is the trace of the matrix Hxp(x,p).
This theorem suggests a natural way for constructing asymptotic solutions of
the equation ￿ Lu = 0: ﬁnd a Lagrangian manifold Λ with H|Λ = 0, equip it with
an invariant measure dµ, and solve the transport equation ξHa − 1
2(trHxp)|Λa +
iL1|Λa = 0; the desired solutions have the form u = K
1/h
(Λ,dµ)a.
2. New formulas
Now let us present new formulas for Maslov’s canonical operator. These for-
mulas diﬀer most dramatically from the standard formulas in the singular charts
(although the expression for the nonsingular charts acquires a slightly diﬀerent form
as well), and they can be written out provided that the Lagrangian manifold (or at
least the part of it where we intend to use the new formulas) satisﬁes Condition 1
below. We point out that our formulas give functions with the same asymptotics
as the standard canonical operator. (See Theorem 3.) Therefore, the counterparts
of Theorems 1 and 2 hold for the new expression of the canonical operator auto-
matically, and that is why we do not even bother to state or mention them in what
follows.
Let Λ be a Lagrangian manifold in R2n
(x,p) equipped with a measure dµ and
an initial point α0. Throughout this section, we assume that the quantization
condition (14) is satisﬁed.
2.1. Main condition and eikonal coordinates. From now on, we assume
that Λ satisﬁes the following
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Thus, if τ is an eikonal in a neighborhood U of some point of Λ, then dτ ￿= 0,
and hence (provided that U is suﬃciently small) we can supplement τ with some
functions ψ1,...,ψ n−1 such that (τ,ψ) ≡ (τ,ψ1,...,ψ n−1) is a coordinate system in
U. A coordinate system of this kind will be called an eikonal coordinate system.T h e
expressions of the functions (X(α),P(α)) via eikonal coordinates will be denoted
by5 (X(τ,ψ),P(τ,ψ)) or even simply by (X,P) with the arguments omitted. The
same notation will be used for other functions on Λ. The symbol µ = µ(τ,ψ)w i l l
from now on be used to denote the density of the measure dµ in eikonal coordinates
(τ,ψ), so that
dµ = µ(τ,ψ)dτ ∧ dψ1 ∧···∧dψn−1.
One can readily prove the following assertion.
Proposition 1. In eikonal coordinates, one has the relations
￿P,Xτ￿ =1 , ￿P,Xψj￿ =0 ,j =1 ,...,n− 1, (18)
￿Pψj,X τ￿ = ￿Pτ,X ψj￿, ￿Pψj,X ψk￿ = ￿Pψk,X ψj￿,j , k =1 ,...,n− 1. (19)
2.2. Canonical operator in a nonsingular chart. In a nonsingular chart
(U,I), I = ∅, one still uses formula (13). The only reﬁnement is that now we have
eikonal coordinates (τ,ψ), where τ = τ(U,I), instead of the general coordinates α in
U, and so we can partly compute the Jacobian J in the eikonal coordinates using
Proposition 1. Namely, the following assertion holds.
Proposition 2. In the eikonal coordinates, one has
(20) |J(τ,ψ)| =
√
det(X∗
ψ(τ,ψ)Xψ(τ,ψ))
|µ(τ,ψ)||P(τ,ψ)|
,
where X∗
ψXψ =
￿
￿Xψj,X ψk￿
￿
is the Gram matrix of the vectors Xψ1,...,X ψn−1.
Accordingly, the expression 13 for the local canonical operator becomes
(21) [K(U,I)a](x,h)=e
i
hτ(x)−iπm(U,I)/2a(τ,ψ)
￿
|µ(τ,ψ)||P(τ,ψ)|
4 √
det(X∗
ψ(τ,ψ)Xψ(τ,ψ))
￿
￿ ￿
￿
￿
τ=τ(x)
ψ=ψ(x)
,
where τ = τ(x), ψ = ψ(x) is the expression of the eikonal coordinates (τ,ψ)v i a
the canonical coordinates x in the chart (U,I).
2.3. Canonical operator near focal points. We have deﬁned the action of
the canonical operator on functions a ∈ C∞
0 (Λ) whose support does not meet the
set Γ ∈ Λ of focal points. Now we should deﬁne how the canonical operator acts on
functions supported near focal points. This is where our construction diﬀers from
that the standard one.
Let α∗ ∈ Γ; i.e., Jx(α∗) = 0. We will construct a “new singular chart” in a
neighborhood U of α∗ and deﬁne the “new local canonical operator” on functions
a ∈ C∞
0 (U). We choose and ﬁx some path γ on Λ with γ(0) = α0 and γ(1) = α∗ and
deﬁne the eikonal τ(α) in a suﬃciently small neighborhood of α∗ by formula (11),
where the second integral is taken over an arbitrary path lying in that neighborhood.
Next, we supplement the eikonal with n − 1 functions ψ1,...,ψ n, thus obtaining a
system (τ,ψ) of eikonal coordinates on Λ in a neighborhood of α∗. The coordinates
of α∗ will be denoted by (τ∗,ψ ∗). Let k = rankXψ(τ∗,ψ ∗). We have k<n− 1,
because otherwise α∗ would not be a focal point. Take k linearly independent
columns of the matrix Xψ(τ∗,ψ ∗) and accordingly divide the variables ψ into two
parts ψ￿ and ψ￿￿, the ﬁrst part including the variables corresponding to the chosen
linearly independent columns, and the second part including all the other variables.6
5Rather than the technically correct (X(α(τ,ψ)),P(α(τ,ψ))).
6If k =0 ,t h e nψ￿ is empty and the formulas given below undergo obvious modiﬁcations.
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We assume (renumbering the variables ψ if necessary) that ψ￿ =( ψ1,...,ψ k) and
ψ￿￿ =( ψk+1,...,ψ n−1). Note that the Gram matrix X∗
ψ￿Xψ￿ is invertible in a
neighborhood of the point (τ∗,ψ ∗).
Consider the system of k + 1 equations
(22) ￿P(τ,ψ),x− X(τ,ψ)￿ =0 , ￿Xψj(τ,ψ),x− X(τ,ψ)￿ =0 ,j =1 ,...,k.
Proposition 3. System (22) deﬁnes smooth functions
(23) τ = τ(x,ψ￿￿),ψ ￿ = ψ￿(x,ψ￿￿)
in a neighborhood of the point (x∗,ψ￿￿
∗), where x∗ = X(τ∗,ψ ∗), such that τ∗ =
τ(x∗,ψ￿￿
∗) and ψ￿
∗ = ψ￿(x∗,ψ￿￿
∗). Moreover, there exists a neighborhood W of the
point (x∗,ψ￿￿
∗) ∈ R2n−1−k such that the following conditions hold:
(i) The diﬀerentials dτψk+1,...,dτ ψn−1 are linearly independent at each point
of the set
Π={(x,ψ￿￿) ∈ W : τψ￿￿(x,ψ￿￿)=0 },
which is therefore an n-dimensional submanifold.
(ii) The image U of Π under the mapping (x,ψ￿￿) ￿−→ (x,τx(x,ψ￿￿)) is contained
in Λ and is a neighborhood of the point α∗ in Λ.
(iii) For (x,ψ￿￿) ∈ W,o n eh a sdetM(τ(x,ψ￿￿),ψ￿(x,ψ￿￿),ψ￿￿) ￿=0 , where
(24) M =
￿
PX ψ￿ Pψ￿￿ − Pψ￿(X∗
ψ￿Xψ￿)−1X∗
ψ￿Xψ￿￿
￿
.
The domain U ⊂ Λ, together with the eikonal coordinates (τ,ψ) and the func-
tions (23), will be called a new singular chart on Λ. (Without loss of generality, we
can assume that both U and W are connected and simply connected.)
We deﬁne the index mU of the new singular chart by setting
(25) mU =
1
π
￿
argJ ε(α0)
￿
￿ε=1
ε=0 + var
γ argJ 1(α) −
2n−k−1 ￿
s=1
argλs
￿
,
where γ is the same path as above, the λs are the eigenvalues of the (2n−k −1)×
(2n − k − 1) matrix
￿
E − iτxx(x∗,ψ￿￿
∗) −iτxψ￿￿(x∗,ψ￿￿
∗)
−iτψ￿￿x(x∗,ψ￿￿
∗) −iτψ￿￿ψ￿￿(x∗,ψ￿￿
∗)
￿
, and argλj ∈
￿
−π
2, π
2
￿
.
For a ∈ C∞
0 (U), set
(26) [K
1/h
U a](x,h)=
e−iπmU/2
(2πh)
n−1−k
2
￿
ei τ
ha
￿
|µdetM|
￿
det(X∗
ψ￿Xψ￿)
￿
￿
￿ ￿ τ=τ(x,ψ
￿￿)
ψ
￿=ψ
￿(x,ψ
￿￿)
χ(x,ψ￿￿)dψ￿￿,
where M is the matrix (24) and χ(x,ψ￿￿) is a smooth cutoﬀ function on W such
that χ = 1 on Π and χ(x,·) is compactly supported in Wx = {ψ￿￿:( x,ψ￿￿) ∈ W}
for each x. For k = 0 (the coordinates ψ￿ are absent), formula (26) becomes
(27) [K
1/h
U a](x,h)=
e−iπmU/2
(2πh)
n−1−k
2
￿ ￿
ei τ
ha
￿
|µdet(P,Pψ)|
￿
τ=τ(x,ψ)
χ(x,ψ)dψ.
2.4. Comparison with the standard canonical operator. Let us com-
pare the canonical operator K
1/h
U constructed in Sec. 2.3 with the standard local
canonical operator. Without loss of generality, we assume that the domain U is
suﬃciently small and hence can be covered with a single “old” canonical chart
with coordinates (xI,p I). Consider the canonical operator K(U,I) deﬁned by for-
mula (12), where the eikonal τ(U,I) and the index m(U,I) are deﬁned with the use
of the same path γ as in the construction of K
1/h
U . Then the following assertion
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Theorem 3. Under these assumptions, one has
(28) K
1/h
U a = K(U,I)a + O(h) for every a ∈ C∞
0 (U).
Moreover, for each a ∈ C∞
0 (U) there exist aj ∈ C∞
0 (U), j =1 ,2,..., such that
(29) K
1/h
U a = K(U,I)
￿
a +
N−1 ￿
j=1
hjaj
￿
+ O(hN),N =1 ,2,....
Proof is based on Theorem 4 in the Appendix. It is rather technical, and we
omit the lengthy computations. ￿
2.5. Closing remark. Condition 1 is actually not restrictive, because if it is
violated in a speciﬁc problem, then one can introduce an additional variable xn+1
(a cyclic variable) on which the Hamiltonian does not depend and consider solutions
of the form v(x,xn+1)=u(x)e
i
hxn+1,w h e r eu(x) is the desired solution of the
original problem. If Λu is the Lagrangian manifold corresponding to u,t h e nt h e
Lagrangian manifold corresponding to v has the form
Λv =Λ u ×{ (xn+1,p n+1) ∈ R2: pn+1 =1 ,x n+1 is arbitrary},
and one can readily see that the 1-form
(p1 dx1 + ···+ pn+1 dxn+1)|Λv = dxn+1 +( p1 dx1 + ···+ pn dxn)|Λu
is nonzero on Λv. Thus, this uniformization procedure always permits one to ensure
that Condition 1 is satisﬁed. We do not further elaborate on the topic.
3. Examples
3.1. Bessel function of order 1/2. Consider the Lagrangian manifold
(30) Λ3 = {(x,p) ∈ R6: x = X(τ,ω),p= P(τ,ω),τ∈ R,ω∈ S2},
where X(τ,ω)=τn(ω), P(τ,ω)=n(ω), and if ω ∈ S2 is represented by the spher-
ical coordinates, ω =( θ,ψ), then n(ω) ≡ n(θ,ψ)=( s i n θcosψ,sinθsinψ,cosθ).
We equip Λ3 with the measure dµ = dτ ∧dω,w h e r edω is the surface area element
of the unit sphere S2. In the spherical coordinates,
(31) dµ = µ(τ,θ,ψ)dτ ∧ dθ ∧ dψ, µ =s i nθ.
Obviously,
(32) P(τ,ω)dX(τ,ω)=dτ,
so that (τ,ω) are eikonal coordinates on Λ. Next, the equation
(33) ￿P(τ,ω),x− X(τ,ω)￿ =0
is uniquely solvable for τ,
(34) τ(x,ω)=￿x,n(ω)￿,
and the Jacobian
(35)
det(P,Pω)=d e t ( P,Pθ,P ψ)=d e t


sinθcosψ cosθcosψ −sinθsinψ
sinθsinψ cosθsinψ sinθcosψ
cosθ −sinθ 0

 =s i nθ
is nonzero except for θ =0 ,π. (These singularities are however artiﬁcial: they
are due to the degeneration of spherical coordinates at these points and would
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entire manifold Λ3 is covered by one singular chart with coordinates (τ,ω), and the
canonical operator on it has the form
[KΛ3a](x,h)=−
1
2πh
￿￿￿
e
i
hτa
￿
|µdet(P,Pω)|
￿
τ=τ(x,ω)
χ(x,ω)dθ ∧ dψ
= −
1
2πh
￿￿
e
i
h￿x,n(ω)￿a(￿x,n(ω)￿,θ,ψ)sinθdθ∧ dψ.
(36)
Take a ≡ 1; then the integral depends only on |x|, and by taking x =( 0 ,0,|x|)w e
obtain
(37) [KΛ31](x,k)=−
1
h
￿ π
0
e
i
h|x|cosψ sinψd ψ=
1
i|x|
e
i
h|x|cosψ￿
￿ψ=π
ψ=0
= −
2sin(|x|/h)
|x|
= −
￿
2π
h|x|
J 1
2(|x|/h),
where
(38) J 1
2(z)=
￿
2
πz
sinz
is the Bessel function of order 1/2.
3.2. Bessel type beams in three-dimensional space. Consider the La-
grangian manifold
(39) Λ3
0 = {(x,p) ∈ R6: x = X0(α,ψ,φ),p= P0(α,ψ,φ),α , φ ∈ R,ψ∈ S1},
where
(40) X0(α,ψ,φ)=
￿
n(ψ)α
φ
￿
,P 0(α,ψ,φ)=
￿
λ(φ)n(ψ)
αλ￿(φ)+k
￿
, n(ψ)=
￿
cosψ
sinψ
￿
,
λ(φ) > 0 is a smooth function (for example, λ = a(1 + tanhφ)+b, a,b > 0) and k
is a constant. In what follows, we use the notation x⊥ =( x1,x 2) and p⊥ =( p1,p 2).
One can readily see that the cycle Γ0 ⊂ Λ3
0 of singularities (the set where
the projection Λ3
0 → R3
x degenerates) is given by the equation α = 0; thus, Γ0
is a two-dimensional cylinder, and the caustic—the projection γ0 of Γ0 onto the
conﬁguration (physical) space R3
x—is the x3-axis. It is degenerate in that to each
point in γ0 there corresponds a continuum (namely, a circle) of focal points. The
manifold Λ3
0 is diﬀeomorphic to the product of the circle S1 by the plane R2, and
the projection Λ3
0\Γ0 → R3
x\γ0 is a double covering. We equip Λ3
0 with the measure
(41) dµ0 = λ−1(φ)dα ∧ dφ ∧ dψ.
Let us construct the canonical operator on the manifold Λ3
0 with the measure
dµ0. First, let us ﬁnd eikonal coordinates. One has
P0 dX0 = λ(φ)dα + αλ￿(φ)dφ + kdφ= d(λ(φ)α + kφ),
and we can deﬁne the eikonal to be
(42) τ = λ(φ)α + kφ
and the eikonal coordinates to be (τ,φ,ψ). These coordinates are in fact global
on Λ3
0, because the passage to the original coordinates is always possible by the
formula α =( τ − kφ)/λ(φ). We have
(43)
∂α
∂τ
=
1
λ(φ)
,
∂α
∂φ
= −
k + αλ￿(φ)
λ(φ)
.
The measure in the eikonal coordinates is
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We claim that Λ3
0 is covered by a single singular chart with the functions τ =
τ(x,ψ) and φ(x,ψ) computed as follows. (Thus, the role of ψ￿ and ψ￿￿ in (23) is
played by φ and ψ, respectively, in our example.) Indeed, let us write out Eqs. (22)
for our case. They read
(45) ￿n(ψ),x ⊥￿ =
τ − kφ
λ(φ)
,x 3 = φ,
and we obtain the global solutions
(46) τ(x,ψ)=λ(x3)￿n(ψ),x ⊥￿ + kx3,φ (x,ψ)=x3.
Let us compute the determinant of the matrix (24) and other objects occurring in
formula (26) as applied to our case. In the eikonal coordinates, one can readily
prove the orthogonality relations
(47) ￿X0φ,X 0ψ￿ = ￿X0φ,P 0￿ = ￿X0φ,P 0ψ￿ = ￿P0,P 0ψ￿ =0 ,
and hence, after some computations, we obtain
detM =d e t
￿
P0,X 0φ,P 0ψ
￿
= λ2(x3)+( λ￿(x3)￿n(ψ),x ⊥￿ + k)2,
det(X∗
0φX0φ)=￿X0φ,X 0φ￿ =
1
λ2(x3)
￿
λ2(x3)+( λ￿(x3)￿n(ψ),x ⊥￿ + k)2￿
.
Thus, the expression (26) for the canonical operator becomes
(48)
[KΛ3a](x,h)=
￿
i
2πh
e
i
hkx3
￿ 2π
0
eλ(x3)￿x⊥,n(ψ)￿a(λ(x3)￿n(ψ),x ⊥￿ + kx3,x 3,ψ)dψ.
If a(τ,φ,ψ) actually has the form a = a(α,φ) and is even in α, then we obtain
(49) [KΛ3a](x,h)=
￿
2πi
h
a(|x⊥|,x 3)e
i
hkx3J0
￿
λ(x3)|x⊥|
h
￿
+ O(h),
where J0 is the Bessel function of zero order. If a = const and λ = const, then
this function, which acquires the form const·e
i
hkx3J0
￿λ|x⊥|
h
￿
, is know as the Bessel
beam in optics (see [11], where further references can be found). If a is a compactly
supported function, then the function (48) is a pulse oscillating in the x3-direction
and having the shape of a Bessel function in the variables (x1,x 2) with scale λ(x3)
depending on x3. Now consider the problem of the beam evolution according to
the three-dimensional wave equation
(50)
1
c2
∂2u
∂t2 = ￿u ≡
￿
∂2u
∂x2
1
+
∂2u
∂x2
2
+
∂2u
∂x2
3
￿
.
More precisely, we wish to study the solution of the corresponding Cauchy problem
for this equation. (For λ,α = const, the function e
i
h(ct
√
λ2+k2+kx3)J0
￿λ|x⊥|
h
￿
is the
exact solution of this equation.) It is well known that the solution of the wave
equation splits into two parts describing waves running in opposite directions. We
restrict ourselves to a beam propagating in one direction. To this end, we factorize
the wave operator,
−h2 ∂2
∂t2 + h2c2￿ =
￿
−ih
∂
∂t
− c
￿
−h2￿
￿￿
−ih
∂
∂t
+ c
￿
−h2￿
￿
,
and consider the Cauchy problem for an equation of ﬁrst order in time,
(51) −ih
∂u
∂t
+ c
￿
−h2￿u =0 ,u|t=0 = u0,
where u0 has the form (48). This problem can be solved by means of the Fourier
transform, which gives the answer in a form of rapidly oscillating integral. (One
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produce a ﬁctitious singularity on the x3-axis, which is inconvenient.) The study
of this integral is not trivial, and in our opinion it is much easier to use the Maslov
canonical operator to describe this solution. By applying Maslov’s general theory,
we see that the asymptotic solution
(52) u = KΛt[a(t)],
of (51) is based on the family of the Lagrangian manifolds Λt = gt
HΛ3
0 obtained by
the shift of the manifold Λ3
0 with the help of the phase ﬂow gt
H corresponding to the
Hamiltonian H = c|p|≡c
￿
p2
1 + p2
2 + p2
3. Since this Hamiltonian does not depend
on x, we can readily integrate the corresponding Hamilton system and obtain
Λ3
t = {p⊥ = n(ψ)P,p 3 = P3,x ⊥ = n(ψ)X,x 3 = X3,} (53)
P = λ(φ),P 3 = αλ￿(φ)+k,|P| =
￿
λ2 +( αλ￿(φ)+k)2,
X = α + t
P
|P|
= α + tc
λ(φ)
￿
λ2 +( αλ￿(φ)+k)2,X 3 = φ + tc
P3
|P|
,
Since the Hamiltonian is of ﬁrst order in the momenta, it follows that the eikonal
is constant along the trajectories and is still given by formula (42) if we use the
coordinates (α,φ,ψ) brought to Λt from Λ3
0 by the Hamiltonian ﬂow. In particular,
we still have the global eikonal coordinates (τ,φ,ψ). In these coordinates,
Xψ =
￿
n⊥X
0
￿
,X φ =
￿
n(Xφ + Xααφ)
X3φ + X3ααφ)
￿
(where the derivatives on the right-hand side are taken in the coordinate system
(α,φ,ψ)); moreover, the orthogonality relations similar to (47) hold, and so we have
￿
Xψ Xφ
￿∗ ￿
Xψ Xφ
￿
=
￿
X 2 0
0 X2
φ
￿
.
and
(54) det
￿￿
Xψ Xφ
￿∗ ￿
Xψ Xφ
￿￿
= X 2￿
(Xφ + Xααφ)2 +( X3φ + X3ααφ)2￿
.
Hence according to (20) the focal points are deﬁned by the equations
X = 0 (55)
(Xφ + Xααφ)=0 ,X 3φ + X3ααφ =0 . (56)
After some transformations, we ﬁnd that the two equations in (56) are equivalent
to the single equation
(57)
￿
λ2(φ)+( αλ￿(φ)+k)2￿2
− 2ct
￿
λ￿(φ)k + α
￿
λ￿(φ)
2 −
λ(φ)λ￿￿(φ)
2
￿￿
=0 .
The projection of the singularities deﬁned by (55) is the x3-axis x1 = x2 = 0. We
assume for simplicity that Eqs. (57) do not hold on the support of the function
a(τ,φ,ψ) for t ∈ [0,T]. By virtue of the orthogonality relations (47) and the formula
|Pψ| = P = λ,w eh a v e
(58) |detM| = |P||Pψ||Xφ| =
￿
￿
￿ ￿|P|2 −
ctP
|P|
￿
2
P3
|P|
λ￿ − α
P
|P|
λ￿￿
￿￿
￿
￿ ￿.
Equations (22) read
(59) P(￿n(ψ),x ⊥￿−X)+P3(x3−X3)=Xφ(￿n(ψ),x ⊥￿−X)+X3φ(x3−X3)=0 .
Since the vectors P and Xφ are orthogonal, it follows that so are the vectors
￿
P
P3
￿
and
￿
Xφ
X3φ
￿
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sign equal to the product of norms of the latter vectors. This means that the
determinant of system (59) is zero if and only if (56) is true, which contradicts our
assumption. Thus, Eqs. (59) are equivalent to the equations
X = q, X3 = x3, where q = ￿n(ψ),x ⊥￿.
Let us treat these equations as a system for the unknown variables (α,φ),
(60) α + ct
P
|P|
= q, φ+ ct
P3
|P|
= x3.
For small t, this system is obviously solvable by the implicit function theorem. We
denote the solution by φ = ϕ(q,x3,t), α = α(q,x3,t), τ = λα+kφ ≡ τ(q,x3,t). Of
course, we cannot write out the solution explicitly, but we still can obtain useful
relations for it. For example, by eliminating 1/|P|, we obtain
(q − α)2 +( x3 − φ)2 = t2c2.
From this equation and (60), we ﬁnd that
α = q −
√
R, |P| =
ctλ
√
R
,R (φ,x3,t)=t2c2 − (x3 − φ)2, (61)
τ = λ(φ)(q −
￿
R(φ,x3,t)) + kφ, (62)
which can be helpful. Now we can write the solution using the canonical operator:
(63) u(x,t,h)=
￿
i
2πh
￿1/2 ￿ ￿
eiτ/ha(τ,φ,ψ)
￿
λ|P|
|Xφ|
￿
φ=ϕ(q,x3,t)
τ=τ(q,x3,t)
q=￿n(ψ),x⊥￿
dψ.
Note that it can be proved that for small x⊥ this solution still has the asymptotics
equal to the product of an oscillating exponential in the x3-direction and the Bessel
function in the x⊥-direction. The proof of this fact, as well as further simpliﬁcation
of the integral (63), requires much place, and here we do not dwell on the topic.
4. Appendix. Fourier integrals and the canonical operator
In this short text, we discuss oscillatory integrals of the form (69) below with
parameter h → 0 and show how such integrals (which are the counterpart of
the Fourier integral distributions introduced by H¨ ormander [10]) are related to
Maslov’s canonical operator (see [15] and also [12]). The relationship between
Fourier integral operators and Maslov’s canonical operator was also discussed at
length in [6,21,22].
4.1. Nondegenerate phase functions.
Definition 1. A real-valued function Φ(x,θ) deﬁned on an open set V ⊂ Rn
x×
Rm
θ is called a nondegenerate phase function if the diﬀerentials d(Φθ1),...,d(Φθm)
are linearly independent on the set
(64) CΦ =
￿
(x,θ) ∈ V :Φ θ(x,θ)=0
￿
,
or, equivalently,
(65) rank
￿
Φθx(x,θ)Φ θθ(x,θ)
￿
= m, (x,θ) ∈ CΦ.
By the implicit function theorem, CΦ is a smooth n-dimensional manifold, and
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Proposition 4. The mapping
(66) jΦ: CΦ −→ R2n
(x,p), (x,θ) ￿−→
￿
x,Φx(x,θ)
￿
,
is a local diﬀeomorphism of CΦ onto its image ΛΦ = jΦ(CΦ) ⊂ R2n
(x,p), which is a
Lagrangian submanifold (possibly with self-intersections).
Proof. Let v = t(η,ξ) be a vector tangent to CΦ;t h u s ,Φ θxη +Φ θθξ = 0. Let
jΦ∗(v) ≡ (η,Φxθξ) = 0. Then Φθθξ = −Φθxη = 0, and tξ
￿
Φθx(x,θ)Φ θθ(x,θ)
￿
=
0, whence ξ = 0 by (65) and so v = 0. This proves that jΦ is a local diﬀeomorphism
onto the image of itself. Next,
dx ∧ dp = dx ∧ (Φxθdθ +Φ xxdx)=( Φ θxdx) ∧ dθ =( Φ θxdx +Φ θθdθ) ∧ dθ
= d(Φθ) ∧ dθ =0
on the tangent space to ΛΦ, because Φθ = 0 on CΦ and the products dx∧(Φxxdx)=
0 and Φθθdθ ∧ dθ are zero by the antisymmetry of the exterior product. ￿
Definition 2. A nondegenerate phase function Φ(x,θ) is called a (local) de-
termining function of a Lagrangian manifold Λ ⊂ R2n if ΛΦ ⊂ Λ.
Under the conditions of Deﬁnition 2, ΛΦ does not have self-intersections and is
(relatively) open in Λ. In what follows, we identify CΦ with ΛΦ via the mapping
(67) jΦ: CΦ −→ ΛΦ,
so that functions (diﬀerential forms) on CΦ are automatically functions (diﬀerential
forms) on ΛΦ and vice versa. The following proposition provides a good example
of this.
Proposition 5. The function τ =Φ |CΦ is an action on ΛΦ, i.e., satisﬁes
(68) dτ = pdx
￿ ￿
ΛΦ.
Proof. One has
dτ = d(Φ|CΦ)=( dΦ)|CΦ =( Φ x dx +Φ θ dθ)|CΦ = pdx|ΛΦ,
because Φx = p and Φθ = 0 on CΦ. ￿
4.2. Fourier integrals. Let Φ(x,θ), (x,θ) ∈ V ⊂ Rn
x × Rm
θ , be a nonde-
generate phase function, and let a ∈ C∞
0 (V ) be a smooth compactly supported
function.
Definition 3. The function
(69) I[Φ,a](x,h)=
eiπm/4
(2πh)m/2
￿
e
i
hΦ(x,θ)a(x,θ)dθ
is called the Fourier integral with phase function Φ and amplitude a.
Note that CΦ is the set of stationary points of the integral (69), and hence
the asymptotics of I[Φ,a] as h → 0 depends only on the behavior of a near CΦ.
In particular, we can assume that a is supported in an arbitrarily small neighbor-
hood of CΦ. Now if a|CΦ = 0, then a can be represented as a linear combination
a =
￿m
j=1 ajΦθj of the derivatives Φθj with coeﬃcients aj ∈ C∞
0 (V ). Integration
by parts gives I[Φ,a]=ih
￿m
j=1 I[Φ,a jθj], and we see that the Fourier integral (69)
modulo O(h) depends only on the restriction of the amplitude to CΦ. In what fol-
lows, we are only interested in the leading term of the asymptotics, and accordingly
we only describe the restriction of the amplitude to CΦ; its continuation outside CΦ
can be chosen arbitrarily.7
7The subsequent terms of the asymptotics can be studied as well, but we do not dwell on the
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4.3. Canonical operator as a Fourier integral. Let Λ be a Lagrangian
manifold in R2n
(x,p), and let (U,I), I ⊂{ 1,...,n}, be a canonical chart on Λ. In
particular, U is given by Eqs. (2). The local canonical operator in (U,I) is given
by (12), where ¯ F
1/h
pI→xI is the inverse 1/h-Fourier transform (81) with respect to
the variables pI. By substituting (81) into (12), we see that the local canonical
operator has the form (69) with
(70) Φ(x,θ)=τ(U,I)(α(xI,θ)) + θ(xI − XI(xI,θ)),
where we have denoted pI by θ to conform in notation with (69). We have
dΦ=PI dxI +θdX I +θ(dxI −dXI)+(xI −XI)dθ = PI dxI +θdx I +(xI −XI)dθ
(the arguments (xI,θ) are omitted), Φx(x,θ)=( PI(x,θ),θ), and Φθ(x,θ)=xI −
XI(xI,θ). In particular, ΦθxI is the |I|×| I| identity matrix, and so Φ is a nonde-
generate phase function. Next, CΦ is given by the equations xI = XI(xI,θ), and
ΛΦ is given by the equations pI = PI(xI,θ), pI = θ, xI = XI(xI,θ), or (eliminat-
ing the variables θ) by Eqs. (2). We conclude that ΛΦ = U ⊂ Λ, and hence the
standard representation (12) of the canonical operator in the chart (U,I) is none
other than a special case of the general Fourier integrals (69).
4.4. Jacobians in Fourier integrals. The amplitude of the Fourier integral
(12) representing the local canonical operator has the form of the product
a(x,pI)=
ϕ(α(xI,p I))
￿
JI(α(xI,p I))
.
The factor 1/
￿
JI(α(xI,p I)) plays an important role when comparing local canon-
ical operators in diﬀerent canonical charts on the same Lagrangian manifold. It
is convenient to introduce a similar factor in the amplitude of the general Fourier
integral (69). Thus, let Φ(x,θ), (x,θ) ∈ V ⊂ Rn
x × Rm
θ , be a nondegenerate phase
function, and let dµ be a measure on ΛΦ. Using the identiﬁcation (67) of ΛΦ and
CΦ, we can treat dµ as a diﬀerential n-form on CΦ. Next, let ￿ dµ be an arbitrary
diﬀerential n-form deﬁned in a neighborhood of CΦ in V such that
(71) ı∗(￿ dµ)=dµ, where ı: CΦ −→ V is the embedding.
The product ￿ dµ∧(−dΦθ)
def = ￿ dµ∧d(−Φθ1)∧···∧d(−Φθm) is a diﬀerential form of
maximum degree n + m, and hence
￿ dµ ∧ (−dΦθ)=F(x,θ)dx ∧ dθ ≡ F(x,θ)dx1 ∧···∧dxn ∧ dθ1 ∧···∧dθm
for some function F(x,θ). We write
(72) F(x,θ) ≡ F[Φ,dµ](x,θ)=
￿ dµ ∧ (−dΦθ)
dx ∧ dθ
.
The restriction of F[Φ,dµ](x,θ)t oCΦ is independent of the choice of the form ￿ dµ
satisfying (71). Indeed, let ξ1,...,ξ n+m ∈ Rn+m be linearly independent vectors
such that ξ1,...,ξ n form a basis in the tangent space to CΦ at some point (x∗,θ ∗).
Then
(￿ dµ ∧ (−dΦθ))(ξ1,...,ξ n+m)=−dµ(ξ1,...,ξ n)dΦθ(ξn+1,...,ξ n+m)
depends only on dµ. Moreover, it is nonzero, because dµ is nondegenerate on the
tangent space to CΦ and dΦθ is nondegenerate in the transversal directions. From
now on, we consider Fourier integrals with amplitude
(73) a = ϕ
￿
F[Φ,dµ],
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4.5. Fourier integral as the canonical operator. Let Φ(x,θ), (x,θ) ∈ V ⊂
Rn
x ×Rm
θ , be a nondegenerate phase function, and let dµ be a measure on ΛΦ.W e
claim that the Fourier integral I[Φ,ϕ
￿
F[Φ,dµ]] is none other than the canonical
operator on ΛΦ applied to the function ϕ,
(74) I[Φ,ϕ
￿
F[Φ,dµ]] = K
1/h
(ΛΦ,dµ)ϕ + O(h),
for an appropriate choice of the action and arguments of Jacobians on ΛΦ. Without
loss of generality, we assume that ΛΦ is covered by a single canonical chart (U,I),
U =Λ Φ.
Theorem 4. Let the canonical operator K
1/h
(ΛΦ,dµ) be deﬁned by formula (12),
where the eikonal τ(U,I) coincides with the eikonal τ deﬁned in Proposition 5 and
the index m(U,I) is chosen according to the rule
(75) m(U,I) = −
1
π
argF[Φ,dµ] − σ−
￿￿
−Φθθ −ΦθxI
−ΦxIθ −ΦxIxI
￿￿
+ |I|,
σ−(A) being the number of negative eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix A. Then
relation (74) holds.
Corollary 1. Two phase functions are equivalent (i.e., deﬁne the same space
of Fourier integrals) if and only if the corresponding Lagrangian manifolds are the
same.
Indeed, Theorem 4 reduces an arbitrary Fourier integral to the canonical oper-
ator on the corresponding Lagrangian manifold.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let us apply the 1/h-Fourier transform from the vari-
ables xI to the variables pI (see Sec. 5) to Eq. (74). We see that it suﬃces to prove
that
(76)
eiπ(m−|I|)/4
(2πh)(m+|I|)/2
￿
e
i
h[Φ(x,θ)−pIxI]ϕ(x,θ)
￿
F[Φ,dµ](x,θ)dθdxI
= e
i
h[τ(α(xI,pI))−pIXI(xI,pI)] ϕ(α(xI,p I))
￿
JI(α(xI,p I))
+ O(h).
To this end, we use the stationary phase method (see Theorem 5 below). The
stationary point equations for the phase function
Ψ(x,θ,pI)=Φ ( x,θ) − pIxI
of the integral on the left-hand side in (76) read
(77) Φθ(x,θ)=0 , ΦxI(x,θ) − pI =0 .
In particular, if a point (xI,θ) is a stationary point of the integral for given (xI,p I),
then (x,θ) ∈ ΛΦ. Let us compute F[Φ,dµ](x,θ) at the stationary points. We can
take
￿ dµ = µI(xI,ΦxI(x,θ))dxI ∧ d(ΦxI(x,θ)),µ I(xI,p I)=
1
JI(α(xI,p I))
,
and so (72) gives (all computations are carried out for (x,θ) ∈ CΦ)
F[Φ,dµ]=µI
dxI ∧ dΦxI ∧ (−dΦθ)
dx ∧ dθ
=( −1)|I|µI
dxI ∧ d￿(−ΦxI) ∧ (−d￿Φθ)
dxI ∧ dxI ∧ dθ
=( −1)|I|µI
d￿(−ΦxI) ∧ (−d￿Φθ)
dxI ∧ dθ
=( −1)|I|µI det
￿
−Φθθ −ΦθxI
−ΦxIθ −ΦxIxI
￿
.
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Here d￿ is the diﬀerential with respect to the variables (xI,θ), the variables xI being
treated as parameters. Since F[Φ,dµ] ￿= 0 on CΦ, we see that the determinant is
nonzero and the stationary point equations (77) are nondegenerate, so that their
solution is given by smooth functions xI = xI(xI,p I), θ = θ(xI,p I). Since the
point (xI,x I(xI,p I),θ(xI,p I)) lies in CΦ, it follows that
(xI,x I(xI,p I),Φx(xI,x I(xI,p I),θ(xI,p I))) ∈ ΛΦ.
By the second equation in (77), we can replace ΦxI by pI here and obtain
(xI,x I(xI,p I),ΦxI(xI,x I(xI,p I),θ(xI,p I)),p I) ∈ ΛΦ,
or, in view of Eqs. (2),
xI(xI,p I)=XI(xI,p I), ΦxI(xI,x I(xI,p I),θ(xI,p I)) = PI(xI,p I).
Thus, the point (xI,x I(xI,p I),θ(xI,p I)) ∈ CΦ corresponds via the mapping jΦ to
the point (xI,X I(xI,p I),P I(xI,p I),p I) ∈ ΛΦ, and accordingly (see Proposition 5)
we have Φ(xI,x I(xI,p I),θ(xI,p I)) = τ(α(xI,p I)). The phase function at the sta-
tionary point is
Ψ(xI,x I(xI,p I),θ(xI,p I),p I)=Φ ( xI,x I(xI,p I),θ(xI,p I)) − pIXI(xI,p I)
= τ(α(xI,p I)) − pIXI(xI,p I).
Now we apply Theorem 5 and obtain
(79)
eiπ(m−|I|)/4
(2πh)(m+|I|)/2
￿
e
i
h(Φ(x,θ)−pIxI)ϕ(x,θ)
￿
F[Φ,dµ](x,θ)dθdxI
= e−iπ|I|/2e
i
h[τ(α(xI,pI))−pIXI(xI,pI)]


 

ϕ(x,θ)
￿ ￿
￿ ￿
￿
F[Φ,dµ](x,θ)
det
￿
−Φθθ −ΦθxI
−ΦxIθ −ΦxIxI
￿


 

+O(h),
where the expression in square brackets is taken at the stationary point and the
argument of the determinant is chosen as indicated in Theorem 5. Now we take
into account (75), (78), and the fact that µI(xI,p I)=J(α(xI,p I))−1 and arrive
at (76). The proof of the theorem is complete. ￿
5. Auxiliary information
5.1. Notation. All vectors are understood as column vectors. If ξ and η are
n-vectors, then we write ￿ξ,η￿ for the bilinear form ￿ξ,η￿ =
￿n
j=1 ξjηj. Sometimes,
however, we just write ξη instead. Partial derivatives are denoted by subscripts;
for example, Φx = ∂Φ/∂x.
If I is a subset of {1,...,n},t h e nb yI we denote the complementary subset
I = {1,...,n}\I.B y|I| we denote the number of elements in I.T h e|I|-vector
with components xj, j ∈ I, is denoted by xI.T h ep r o d u c tdxI ∧dpI is understood
as the exterior product of all diﬀerentials dxj, j ∈ I, and dpj, j ∈ I, all factors
being arranged in ascending order of subscripts from 1 to n. Similar intuitively
clear notation is used as well. Next, AII is an |I|×| I| matrix with entries Ajk,
j ∈ I, k ∈ I. For example, if I = {1,3} and I = {2,4},t h e n
dxI = dx1 ∧ dx3,d p I = dp2 ∧ dp4,d x I ∧ dpI = dx1 ∧ dp2 ∧ dx3 ∧ dp4,
(xI,p I)=( x1,p 2,x 3,p 4),
∂SI
∂xI∂pI
=
￿
∂SI
∂x1∂p2
∂SI
∂x1∂p4
∂SI
∂x3∂p2
∂SI
∂x3∂p4
￿
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5.2. Fourier transform. Recall that the 1/h-Fourier transform from the vari-
ables xI to the variables pI and the inverse transform are deﬁned as
[F1/h
xI→pIu](xI,p I)=
e−iπ|I|/4
(2πh)|I|/2
￿
e− i
hpIxIu(x)dxI, (80)
[ ¯ F1/h
pI→xIv](x)=
eiπ|I|/4
(2πh)|I|/2
￿
e
i
hpIxIv(xI,p I)dpI. (81)
5.3. Asymptotics of oscillatory integrals. Here we reproduce the state-
ment of the theorem on the stationary phase method used in the preceding subsec-
tion.
Theorem 5 (e.g., see [9,12]). Let the phase function Φ(x,θ) have a unique
stationary point θ = θ(x) on the support of the amplitude, and assume that this
stationary point is nondegenerate, detΦθθ(x,θ(x)) ￿=0 . Then the integral (69) has
the asymptotics
(82) I[Φ,a](x)=
e
i
hΦ(x,θ(x))a(x,θ(x))
￿
det(−Φθθ(x,θ(x)))
+ O(h),
where the branch of the square root in the denominator is chosen according to the
rule
(83) argdet(−Φθθ(x,θ(x))) = −πσ−(−Φθθ(x,θ(x))).
Here σ−(A) is the negative index of inertia (the number of negative eigenvalues) of
a self-adjoint matrix A.
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